[Acute respiratory distress syndrome of the adult (ARDS) and artificial respiration--results in surgical intensive care patients].
A prospective clinical trial was performed in an operative intensive care unit to examine the incidence and outcome of patients with adult respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS) and the outcome of intensive care patients on mechanical ventilation and the incidence of barotrauma and pulmonary infection. 161 mechanically ventilated patients showed an overall mortality of 19.9%. The mortality rate in the ARDS patients was 11 of 26. Most of these patients with ARDS died from multiorgan failure. Pulmonary infection was the most frequently registrated complication of mechanical ventilation. We conclude from these data that --according to the literature the outcome of surgical ICU patients on mechanical ventilation with and without ARDS is more favourable than that of medical ICU patients; --the interpretation of therapeutic results and of epidemiological data in ARDS patients is possible only by providing exact and detailed criteria; these should include compliance data; --evaluation of present ARDS therapy by comparison to previous data, even when the same criteria are applied, e.g. ECMO-criteria, may fail as the outcome of conventional therapeutic measurements - mechanical ventilation - may have improved. A controlled randomised trial might be more suitable for evaluation of alternative therapy in ARDS.